
this is VanityTeen

The self-referential narcissism of youth behind the name Vanity Teen alludes to the
importance we think adolescence plays in society. Transcending the evocative and
refreshing attributes of the modern generation, today’s youth is an extremely fashion and
socially conscious audience that clearly reflects and impacts society’s mood and style.

Vanity Teen is a biannual print fashion magazine supported by an online portal with
daily fresh content for our readers and visitors. Our magazine is bigger than common
publications; 23,5 x 33,5cm - full color, and can be found on the shelfs at Barnes&Noble
(USA) or WHSmith (UK) among other representative and key stores in 33 countries.

We cover fashion shows, editorials, product reviews and curate exclusive content with
our collaborators. Keen on culture and arts, we are also open to work with up-and-
coming artists and writers.

biannual
fashion
culture
art

male 75% female 25%

average age 25-35 years old

65% on mobile & tablet

55% organic search - 23% social media
15% direct - 7% referral

returning 65% - new 45%
bounce rate 45%

Our audicente are young, modern and cosmopolite professionals
and fashion students with strong purchase power.

Age 18-24: 31% (Men) - 17% (Women)
Age 25-35: 18% (Men) - 5% (Women)

33 23,5 x
33,5cm

countries bigger size



mission
new faces
models

influencers

The project has over 10 years of history, and our aim since the beginning has been
scouting and supporting new faces and millennium-era photographers providing them
with our platform. During the course of our journey we have been pioneers in featuring
the future faces of fashion, art and entertainment that paved the wave not only in their
respective areas, but also echoing the ethos of today’s society.

We have worked on exclusive editorials with relevant names in the industry such as
Francisco Lachowki, Marlon Teixeira, Lucky Blue Smith and sister Pyper America Smith,
or Paris Brosnan - actor Pierce Brosnan’s son.



VTeen china

After all our years working on the publication, going from online to print, and meeting the
future faces of fashion and entertainment, VTeen takes one step further expanding into
Asia and landing in China in 2021. Working together and upholding the values of the
magazine VanityTeen China explores the up-and-coming trends and personalities on
the other side of the world.

personalities
singers
actors
fashion



press impact / curated content
exclusive
campaigns

photo
video

Our team is always open to contribute producing content that adjusts to your needs. We
have previously worked with a number of clients on transversal projects that go from
print interviews, social media and campaigns, to other more creative like fanzines,
collectable stickers or advertorials that can be labeled or white label. Curating projects
with our collaborators gives VTeen the opportunity to share our vision, so let's talk!



VTeen app
instant
website

anywhere
app

Vanity Teen's webside is accesible throughout different devices thanks to the use of
responsive design, and now On The Go! Recently released, the new Vanity Teen app
is an immersive experience in the universe of the publication. Providing our readers with
fast access to all of our content, across its many platforms of self-expression, both digital
and print.



advertising

We know not all brands and products are the same and for that reason we tailor our
advertisement plans to different budgets, creating strategies that adjust your individual
needs. From a single AD on our website to a pack of multible cross-media publications,
or being on the cover of our print issue.

Some of our campaign include brands such as Givenchy, David Naman, and MIENTUS
- Dsquared2, Dolce&Gabanna, Moncler, Balmain, Valentino, Saint Laurent, Y3, Tom
Ford, Helmut Lang, Stone Island, and KUST.

Advertisement packs, quality of the photos and deadlines can be discussed by email.

cover
advertorial

online
print

online opportunities

print opportunities

300 x 250 Medium Rectangle
728 x 90 Leaderboard
160 x 600 Wide Skyscraper
300 x 600 Half Page
970 x 250 Billboard
120 x 600 Skyscraper
120 x 240 Vertical Banner
970 x 90 Large Learderboard
250 x 250 Square

* square AD

Front cover
Back cover
Right hand page
Left hand page
Advertorial



contact

For further information regarding sponsorship and advertising, please contact us at

love@vanityteen.com


